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ACQUISITION: This collection was acquired from J. Harves Richardson of Marysville, California by "The Alaska Journal" and was given to the Alaska Historical Library, with his permission, by R.N. DeArmond. Mr. Richardson is a nephew of Clyda Schott Greely and the administrator of her estate. Acc. #1976-006.

ACCESS: The collection is available for viewing, however, the photographs may not be photocopied.

COPYRIGHT: Request for permission to publish or reproduce material from the collection should be discussed with the Librarian.

PROCESSING: The two photograph albums were disassembled. Each of the album pages, with their attached photographs, were placed in Mylar. The loose photographs were attached to archival paper, placed in Mylar, and then placed in acid free folders. Three archival boxes were used for storage of the collection.
**BIOGRAPHICAL NOTE**

Mr. and Mrs. Louis Schott and daughter Clyda lived many years in Alaska. Louis went to Wrangell in 1887 to operate R.D. Hume's Cannery with Bob Bell. When the Alaska Packer's Association organized in 1890 or 1891, Louis Schott went to work for them and was superintendent at Karluk, Alaska, until 1908, Alitak on Kodiak Island until 1911, and then he returned to Wrangell as superintendent of the Point Highfield Cannery. He worked for APA until his death in Wrangell in 1926.

**SCOPE AND CONTENTS NOTE**

The photographs in this collection were accumulated during the years Louis Schott lived in Alaska. They include views of Alaska Packers Association canneries where Louis Schott worked and many photographs by J.E. Thwaites.

Clyda Schott Greely received a number of photographs from J.E. Thwaites, a family friend. Notes from Thwaites are on some of the photographs sent to her, and he also made suggestions to her regarding her own photography efforts.


Also included is an album titled A BIG GAME HUNT IN ALASKA, 1918 by L. J. Petit and Dr. A.T. Holbrook. The album provides 60 views of their hunting trip up the Stikine River.

Two folders contain typescript copies of poems signed by Pat O'Cotter (Frank J. Cotter), newspaper clippings, marine engineers contract of the APA, Masonic degree certificates and eulogy for Louis Schott.

Major topics include: Alaska Packers vessels and other ships, Alaska Packers Association canneries and fishing operation, community views of Nushagak, Karluk, Seldovia, Seward, Unalaska, Dutch Harbor, Chignik, Valdez, Kodiak, Ketchikan, Wrangell, Juneau, etc., Mt. Katmai eruption, individual and group portraits of family friends, ship crews, and scenics.
INVENTORY

The guide that follows is a subject index to the photographs, photographers and non pictorial material.

I. COMMUNITIES
   Akutan - 229
   Chignik - 246, 314, 341
   Cordova - 118, 119
   Dryer Bay - 217
   Dutch Harbor - 219, 730
   Homer - 215
   Iditarod - 731
   Juneau - 146, 594, 595, 599, 600, 603, 605, 733, 735, 736
   Karluk - 186, 362, 747
   Ketchikan - 83, 181, 209, 288, 360
   Kodiak - 102, 216, 257, 280, 327, 328, 379, 555, 566, 744, 748, 752
   Landlock Bay - 293
   Latouche - 745
   Nushagak - 220, 228, 230, 527, 586, 746
   Port Graham - 212, 316
   Sand Point - 243
   Seldovia - 99, 278, 419, 753
   Seward - 123, 130, 226, 294, 295, 302, 322, 353, 376, 422, 583
   Ship Creek (Anchorage) - 259, 268, 269, 282
   Sitka - 734
   Skagway - 710
   Uganuk - 749
   Unalaska - 192, 245, 321, 338, 340, 737
   Unga and Unga Island - 100, 137, 163, 233, 234
   Uyak - 359, 740
   Valdez - 96, 223, 224, 279, 296, 421, 738
   Wrangell - 84, 86, 189, 286, 429, 436, 509, 520, 546, 704, 708, 709, 717, 719, 723-728

II. DOGS AND DOG TEAMS
   107, 109, 141, 205-207, 226, 329

III. FISH AND FISHING
   1. Canneries—Identified:
      Alitak - 159
      Chignik - 256
      Karluk - 186, 247?, 287?, 747
      Lisanski - 751
      Ugak - 281
      Wrangell - 754
2. Canneries--Unidentified
   61, 63, 157, 248, 315, 409, 410, 439, 500, 588, 695, 729, 743, 750, 755

3. Sport Fishing
   111, 154, 155, 430, 432, 442-444, 456, 519, 541, 690

IV. HUNTING
   140, 142, 178, 180, 183, 274-276

V. MINES AND MINING
   292, 440, 732

VI. MISCELLANEOUS: Unidentified towns, building, caches, churches, cemeteries, etc.
   88, 89, 105-106, 108, 110, 112-113, 129, 131, 135, 143, 145, 158, 170, 174, 177, 182, 190, 263,
   592, 604, 610, 616, 643, 654, 686-687, 693-694, 696-697, 707-708, 710, 715, 721, 742, 768, 782,
   826

VII. PARADES
   67-72, 130, 144, 595

VIII. PORTRAITS
   1. Groups--Identified
      Crew: S.S. FARALLON - 389
      Pedersen, Capt. - 809
      Officers: SS DORA - 833, 843
      Schott, Mr. and Mrs. Louis - 814, 815
      Thwaites, J.E. and Jack - 799

   2. Groups--Unidentified
      66, 75, 77, 87, 95, 104, 116-117, 122, 124, 126, 128, 137, 161, 167, 184, 208, 221, 225,
      249, 252-254, 267, 270, 300, 304-305, 307-308, 310, 312, 324-325, 331-332, 335, 392,
      396, 418, 437, 450-454, 468, 470, 476-477, 479, 481-482, 484-493, 497, 504-506, 524-
      526, 529-532, 534-535, 539, 551, 560, 573, 607, 611, 726, 728, 731, 773, 775-776,
      778,780, 783-784, 792, 794-796, 802-803, 806-807, 809-813, 817-818, 820-822, 825,
      827, 831, 835, 838-841, 844

   3. Individuals--Identified
      Cotter, Frank J. - 845
      Frazer, James - 824
      Kashavaroff, Rev. - 391
      "Medicine Man, Wrangell" - 779
      Newarluk - 407
      O‘Cotter, Pat - see Cotter, Frank J.
      "Old Mary," Orca, AK - 777
4. Individuals--Unidentified

IX. SCENICS

X SHIPS
1. Identified
ADMIRAL EVANS - 615, 637
ADMIRAL FARRAGUT - 640
ADIIIRAL WATSON - 635
AFOGNAK - 619
ALAMEDA - 121, 203, 614, 628
ALICE (Str.) - 630
ALICE (yacht) - 261
ALITACK - 364, 417
ALLEN A. - 680
BLUE JAY - 652-653
CITY OF SEATTLE - 626
CITY OF TOPEKA - 601
COLUMBIA - 387
CORDOVA - 383-384
CYPRESS (yacht) - 636
DETROIT - 597
DISPATCH - 627
DORA - 168, 171-172, 253, 301, 383-386, 403, 592, 618, 642-643, 657
EQUADOR (tug) - 417
EXPLORER - 168-169
FARALLON - 390, 613, 617, 620-621
GEORGE W. ELDER - 596
GUY C. GOSS - 191
HAZEL B.-no. 2 - 716
HELEN (gas boat) - 655
JACKSON (gas boat) - 689
JOHN F. MILLER - 218, 258
LUITH - 271

http://www.library.alaska.gov/hist/hist_docs/finding_aids/PCA066.pdf
MCCULLOUGH - 598
MANNING - 423
MARIPOSA - 76, 138, 383-384, 627, 636-637
MARYLAND - 348
MORMAN (gas boat) - 350
NORA (tug) - 349
NORTH STAR - 101
NORTHWESTERN - 123, 127, 202, 320, 616, 631
NUSHAGAK - 162
OLYMPIA - 345-346
PATTERSON - 175, 199
PORT SIMPSON - 92,515
PRINCE GEORC-E - 201
PRINCESS TIAY - 624
PRINCESS SOPHIA - 625
QUADRA (gas boat - 673
SANNAK (tug) - 358
SANTA CLARA - 173, 846
SERVIA - 612
SHELLIKOFF - 198
SPOKANE - 641
STAR OF ALASKA - 255, 417, 644, 675, 688
STAR OF GREENLAND - 664-666, 678, 682
STAR OF ICELAND - 361
STARR - 627
TAHOMA - 200, 297
THISTLE (gas boat) - 602
YUKON - 388

2. Unidentified

XI. TOTEMS
65, 73, 74, 82, 85-86, 90, 187-188, 239-242, 264, 272-273, 701-703, 705-706, 719-720, 725, 786-797

XII. VOLCANOS AND VOLCANIC ASH

XIII. WILDLIFE
Bears - 251
Birds - 98, 147, 433, 553, 591
Moose - 771

http://www.library.alaska.gov/hist/hist_docs/finding_aids/PCA066.pdf
Mountain Goats - 756
Owls - 300
Seals - 204
Whales - 522

XIV. NON-PICTORIAL ITEMS
1. Poems by Pat O'Cotter (Frank J. Cotter)
2. Miscellaneous newspaper clippings
3. Marine Engineer's contract, Alaska Packers Association
4. Masonic degree certificates
5. Eulogy for Louis Schott

XV. LIST OF PHOTOGRAPHERS WITH PHOTOGRAPH NUMBERS
(List may not be conclusive.)
1. Cantwell - 333-334, 758
3. Cheney, F.D. - 326, 441, 541, 645
4. Clemons - 731
5. Dobbs, B.B. - 109
6. Heney, ______ - 457
7. Horner, M. - 368, 370
9. Lomen Bros. - 107, 204, 207, 407
10. Richardson, P.M. - 591
11. Simons, A. - 771
14. Worden, J.E. - 61, 63, 91, 92, 286, 425, 427, 726, 728, 756, 769
Additional information by Charles A. Bencik, a researcher who visited the Historical Collections in August 1990 is listed below:

64  Star of Greenland, view of deck, portside.
115  SS Alameda
120  SS Alameda
159  Cannery at Alitak
160  USS Maryland at Seward
166  Star of India, about 1910.
169  Cannery is APA Cannery (NC) at Clark’s Point
227  Aboard SS Dora, 1910 or 1912
337  White vessel is Bear
344  Wreck of John F. Miller
351  APA Str. Alitak
424  Steamer Nushagak, May 19, 1909
586  Shows the Moravian Mission on the east shore of the Nushagak River Estuary; APA’s (“APC”) cannery (built in 1888 by Henry F. Fortmann, President of APA) is the right side buildings. In upper right is part of Egg Island. “APC” means Arctic Packing Co. This was the first cannery Fortmann built and operated, and is really where the big Alaska salmon cannery business all began. **NOTE:** According to John Branson of the National Park Service, this is NOT the Moravian Mission, but the Russian Orthodox Chruch at Nushagak. The location of the Arctic Packing Co. is actually three miles east of Nushagak.
622  Aboard SS Northwestern
647  Same as 612.
662  Same as 663, getting underway.
663  Star of Greenland is being towed by APA tug
667  SS Compeer outboard; unknown schooner inboard
679  SS Dora
677  Cannery “Star” Fleet ships wintering over in Oakland, California
681  Hawaiian Isles (4 masted bark, same ship as Star of Greenland.) Same ship was renamed Abraham Rydberg after APOA sold her to Swedish government for Merchant Marine Academ
698  Hazel B-4
The following additions/corrections were submitted by John Branson, Lake Clark National Park and Preserve historian, October 2006.

695 AK Packers Association Cannery at Chignik – Diamond C Cannery – symbol
776 Woman in Yup’ik type parki – I think this is at a Bristol Bay Cannery
781 Man by Stake set net near Koggiung on Kuichak River
782 Man in Kayak – I think this is the Bristol Bay Region
783 Group of women and children - I think at a Bristol Bay Cannery
794 I think this is a couple on Kodiak or Chignik

THWAITES PHOTOGRAPHS

The attached listing was compiled by J.P. "Penelope" Goforth of Juneau, Alaska. This listing combines Thwaites photographs located in both the Clyda Schott Greely Collection (PCA 66) and the Thwaites Collection (PCA 18). Other Thwaites photographs may be located in PCA 145 (Alaska Postcard Collection) and PCA 255 (John Grainger Collection).

For more information, please see the Photographs Librarian.

**Thwaites Photographs in PCA 66 (Clyda Schott Greely Collection)**

(250 listings, 1 Hunt photo of Thwaites included)

83-86 Wrangell, AK. Views of the town.
93 Seldovia, Cook's Inlet
95 *Farallon* survivors gathering wood.
96 Valdez buildings in snow.
97 Coastal Alaska view from the deck of the *SS Dora*.
98 Sea gulls over ship's wake on Alaska coast.
99 Seldovia from the sea.
100 Unga Island, AK from the sea.
101 Nushagak River, Str *North Star* launch success. Taken at sea.
102 Kodiak, AK. People lined up at warehouse dock. (Same as PCA 66-327)
103 Unamak Island, AK from Bering Sea.
114 Akutan Volcano in action.
116 Two men on *SS Dora*, 5-25-10.
123 Seward, AK from the sea.
134 Cannery vessel at the mouth of the Nushagak River, Bristol Bay, Bering Sea, AK. View from deck of *SS Dora* ice floes and ships in distance. (Same as PCA 18-439)
135 Russian church cemetery Bristol Bay, Bering Sea, AK
136 Typical Alaska Peninsula scene from deck of *SS Dora* steamer. Snow covered cliffs and peaks.
137 People on the shore in front of dock and building at Unga, AK.
138 *SS Mariposa* full length with hills in background.
147 Coast of Alaska. View of boat wake and seagulls.
148 In Wrangell Narrows, Alaska. View of trees on island w/ house and cemetery(?).
149 A midsummer evening in Alaska. View sun on a calm bay.
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156  Shishaldon Volcano. View from the sea.
162  SS Nushagak, Bering Sea
163  Squaw Harbor, Unga Isle, AK. View from the sea.
164  Typical evening, Coast of Alaska. View of choppy water at sunset.
165  Cape Lazare, AK. View from the sea.
166  Waiting for the salmon pack, Nushagak, AK. View of cannery schooner in bay.
169  USS Explorer opposite Clark's Cannery, Nushagak, Alaska. View of vessel trailing black smoke on water in front of cannery.
171  SS Dora at Sand Point, Alaska. View of Dora at anchor.
172  A gale at sea, SS Dora. View of seas from back deck.
176  Wrangell, AK. View of totem poles and "Sun House".
180  Raising horses in Alaska. View of horse in sling over Dora's buoy ling. (Same as PCA 66-643)
182  View of Unalaska Harbor 1907 (Same as PCA 18-36, 56)
183  Headland, Cold Bay, AK
184  Sylvan Cove. Seward, AK. View of coast & small boat. (Same as PCA 66-400)
186  Salmon Fishing Bristol Bay, AK. Boat in bay with clouds.
187  Near Priest Rock, Unalaska Harbor, AK. View of Ulakta Head in snow.
191  Alice, where art thou going? Boat sailing into sunset. Sand Point, AK
194  Steamer Shelikof, Uyak, Alaska. Side view of ship in calm water.
196  USS Patterson, C&C Survey, Unalaska. Vessel at dock.
198  USS Tahoma, RCS, Shishaldon Volcano, AK. Vessel in water, volcano behind.
200  SS Prince George on Inside Passage to Alaska. Vessel steaming in water, hills in background.
202  SS Northwestern Valdez, AK. Vessel side view in calm water.
203  SS Alameda, Alaska. Side view of vessel in calm water.
205  Transporting US mail in Alaska. View of Dog team on tundra.
206  In the Bread Line, Seward AK (Wullf). Dog on street with bread in mouth.
207  Alaskan live stock. View of row of puppies on plank.
209  Ketchikan, AK. View of snowy road and houses.
212  Port Graham, AK View of mountain reflected in water with dock.
213  In Wrangell Narrows. View of island in water
214  Seal Rocks near Seward, AK. Rock with hole in the middle.
216  Russian Church, Kodiak, AK. View of Church reflected in pond.
218  Wreck of Sch John F Miller, Cape Pankof, AK (10 lives lost). View of wreck off rocky beach. Note PCA 18-412
219  Dutch Harbor, AK. View of Coaling station. See PCA 18-23
220  Nushagak, AK. View from water.
221  Eskimo Medicine Man and family, Nushagak, AK. Man and woman & child sitting on the ground.
222  Eskimo Residences, Bering Sea. Barabara with wooden door.
Thwaites Photographs in PCA 66 (Clyda Schott Greely Collection)

223 Valdez, AK. View of snowbound building.
224 Evening on Valdez Harbor, AK. Snow covered mountains reflected in water.
226 Ready for the long mush, Seward, AK. Loaded up dog sled & team.
227 In the ice near Nushagak, Bristol Bay, Bering Sea, AK. View from back deck with ice floes and schooner in background. PCA
228 Eskimo Residence, Nushagak, AK. View of barabara with open wooden door.
229 Aleut Barbara (residence) Akutan, Bering Sea, AK. View of sod house with 2 wooden doors at either end. (This is identified as a home in Unalaska in another book.)
230 Russian Church, Nushagak. Interior of church showing iconostasis. (Same as PCA 66-414 & 497, PCA 18-10)
231 Stepovak Bay, AK. Sunset over bay.
232 A glimpse of the inside passage to AK. Water and trees.
233 Unga, Alaska. Beach and shoreline.
234 Descending to Agate Beach, Unga, AK. Beach & shore w/woman in hat.
236 Seal Rocks near Seward, AK. View of rocks & water. (Same as PCA 18263, and PCA 66-393)
237 Pogrumno Volcano, AK. View of Volcano from water.
238 Bering Sea from Unamak Pass, AK. Swells of pass with headland in background.
239 Castle Cape near Chignik, AK. View of Castle Cape striated rocks. (Same as PCA 18-390)
240 An Alaskan Sunset from the steamer. View of snow topped lands from calm water.
241 An Alaskan sunset. View of God breaking through the clouds over the water. (Same as PCA 66-581)
242 The track of the Avalanche, AK View of avalanche track down mountain.
243 Sand Point, AK. View of Sand Point in winter from water.
244 Jap Seal Poachers, Unalaska Alaska. View of 3 schooners in Iliuliuk Bay.
245 Unalaska. Two views showing entire beachfront of town.
246 Chignik, AK. View of curve of beach and cannery dock in background.
251 Natives of Alaska. Three bears on leads, people looking on.
253 PS Hunt photo of Group on SS Dora w/ Thwaites, 2nd from right holding camera.
255 Star of Alaska entering Chignik Bay, AK. View of schooner in water.
256 Chignik, AK Salmon Cannery. (Same as PCA 18-20) View of buildings fronting water.
258 Wreck of the 3 masted schooner John F. Miller near Cape Pankof, AK 10 lives lost. View of wreck on beach w/boat in background.
259 Ship Creek, AK. View of wooden buildings inn trees, men in foreground.
260 Inside Passage to Alaska. Water & shore.
261 Pete Larsen & his yacht Alice, Unga, AK. 3-sailed boat tacking.
262 On the Inside Passage to Alaska. Sunset on the water with island.
268 The beginning of Anchorage, AK. View of tent city through trees.
270 Survivors of wrecked SS Edith off Cape St. Elias. AK. View from boat of survivors in life boat on water.
271 SS Edith in distress, Alaska Coast. View of Edith foundering to starboard.
Thwaites Photographs in PCA 66 (Clyda Schott Greely Collection)

278 Seldovia Alaska, View of houses on hill.
281 Uyak, AK. View of NW Fisheries Co. dock.
282 Ship Creek Alaska April 1915 View of tent city with watchmaker & bakery signs.
283 Seymour Narrows, Inside Passage to AK. View of water and shoreline w/buoy.
284 Looking into Bering Sea through Unamak Pass, Ak. Swells in pass at sunset.
286 Wrangell, Alaska Dec 30, 1913. View of two and harbor from hill above.

Not Thwaites. Photographer is John E. Worden. CLH 11/2007

288 Ketchikan, Ak. Winter scene of city.
292 Copper Mine, Latouche, AK. View of mine & loading dock from bay.
293 Land Lock Bay, AK. View of finger pier and buildings on shore of bay.
294 Seward, AK. View of Seward coming in from the water (boom in front).
295 Seward, AK. View of wooden bridge leading into town.
296 Valdez, AK View of building “The Alameda” buried in snow with path to door.
297 USS Tahoma, RCS Unalaska. Tahoma in Iliuliuk Bay.
299 Hive & Barwell Islands. Cape Resurrection, Seward, AK. Rocky islands in the water.
316 Port Graham, AK. Buildings and dock from the water.
319 St. Augustine Volcano in action, Cooks Inlet, AK. Smoking volcano.
321 Russian Church, Unalaska, AK. Iconostasis of church, calendar icons.
327 Kodiak AK. People on dock at Kodiak.
328 Kodiak, AK. Does this look like old times? View of Kodiak.
336 Entrance to Resurrection, Bay, AK. Dark islands from the water.
338 Unalaska, Ak. View of Unalaska from hill above town.
343 Seldovia, AK View of town from water.
344 Unmarked. Same as PCA 66-218, wreck of John F. Miller.
345 Wreck of SS Olympia, Prince William Sound, Alaska, 12-10-10. View of ship foundering
346 Same as PCA 66-345, only a closer view.
348 Same as PCA 18-215, USS Maryland, Seward, AK.
350 Same as PCA 18-235, the Mormon, Kodiak, AK.
351 Unmarked. View of Alitack.
353 Resurrection Bay, Seward, AK cleared forest near bay.
357 Shishaldon Volcano, AK. Smoking volcano.
358 Tug Sannak, Bristol Bay AK. View of tug on water.
359 Uyak at Evening. Dark view of clouds, land from water.
360 Ketchikan, AK. Same as PCA 66-209, snowy road to Ketchikan.
361 Cannery ship Star of Iceland, Unimak Pass. AK. Schooner with sails on water.
362 Karluk, AK. View of boats in water in front of village.
363 Eskimo Fish Cache, Bering Sea. View of elevated cache over tundra.
364 Str. Alitack, entering Anchor Bay, Chignik, AK. Side view of Alitack.
365 Alaska. Sunset over land and water.
366 Near Seward. Rocky shoreline w/trees, mts in background.
367 Pavlov Volcano, Copyright 1912. Volcano from water.
369 Eskimo medicine man. (Same as PCA 18-497)
371 Castle Cape near Chignik. AK. (Same as PCA 18-390)
372 Bales' City, Stepovak Bay. SW AK. View of snow covered mts & bay.
Thwaites Photographs in PCA 66 (Clyda Schott Greely Collection)

374 Karluk Head, AK View of rocky outcropping.
375 Acorn Rock, Herenden Bay, AK. View of Rock above waterline.
376 Seward, AK. View of city from water.
377 Alaska. View of sunset over wake.
378 Volcanic Ash from Katmai Vol. 15 months after eruption. View of ash in wake of ship, man in foreground.
379 Kodiak, AK. View of dock and warehouse.
380 US Herd, Kodiak, AK. View of shiny black bulls.
381 Evening on Kodiak Island, AK. Sunset over land and water.
382 Chignik Head, AK. Cliffs over water.
383 SS Dora Ashore. SS Mariposa & Cordova hauling at her. View of Dora close to shore with dock in background.
384 SS Dora aground Str. Cordova & Mariposa to the rescue. View of Dora from shore aground.
385 SS Dora. View from dock of listing Dora aground.
386 SS Dora and Uncle Sam. View of two vessels aground in water.
387 Salmon Cannery ship Columbia. Wrecked in Alaska. Postcard vignette of schooner with top sails furled near surf.
388 Farallon wreck. View of men huddled before sign Farallon Igloo.
389 Wreck of SS Farallon, AK Jan 5, 1910. View of iced up listing vessel.
390 Rev. Kashevaroff, Russian Orthodox Church. View of priest with icons in background
391 Nushagak. View of church with Kashevaroff, small boy and two men in front of barabara in foreground. (Same as PCA 18-8, PCA 66-747)
393 Seal Rock, Near Seward. (Same as PCA 18-263, PCA 66-236)
394 Castle Cape scene. (Same as PCA 18-390 & PCA 66-371)
400 Sylvan Cove, Seward AK. (Same as PCA 66-194)
401 Person holding snow shoes in town. (Same as PCA 18-43 I or 432)
402 Unmarked. Same as Chignik shot elsewhere not credited to Thwaites.
403 SS Dora. View of Dora at low tied aground on beach.
404 Metrophan Island, AK, November. View of river and tundra w/man.
405 An early snow. Postcard of snow on tree branches.
406 Midwinter in AK. Snow on ground in forest.
408 "Seeing" Alaska. View of old salt w/hat on deck of Dora.
411 "An Alaskan Pioneer". Wreck of boat in shallow water, top deck stripped.
412 Tide rips Cooks Inlet, AK. View of tide rips at sea.
413 Alaska Salmon boats. View of several small boats with triangular sails near shore.
414 Unmarked. Interior of church. (Same as PCA 18-1 0, PCA 66-230)
415 Uyak Bay. View of water
416 Glacier Stream near Seward, AK Stream w/mts in background.
417 Tugs Equator and Alitack. (Same as PCA 18-74.)
418 US Citizens. Eskimo kids holding flag. (In Grainger's album dated postcard 1/21/11.)
420 Seward, Glacier, AK. View of glacier from water.
421 Valdez, AK. Deep snow in town up to top of sign "Baths".
422 Seward. View of town from water with sandy beach in front.
423 USS Manning RCS, Alaska (near Belkofsky). (Same as PCA 18-127)
Thwaites Photographs in PCA 66 (Clyda Schott Greely Collection)

433  Postcard of seagulls on hawser leading to bow of Alaska (rest of name cut off) with a printed poem, signed Isabelle and Jack. (See Poems for text.)
435  Chemaburo Volcano, Cooks Inlet, AK. Volcano from water with spit of land in foreground.
497  Interior of Nushagak church. (Same as PCA 66-230 & 414 and PCA 18-10)
461  Pogrumno Volcano Unamak Pass, AK. Volcano from water.
464  Kodaking in Seward. (Same as PCA 18-205).
521  Nushagak River, AK. Postcard view of ships steaming black smoke.
552  Whale SW AK coast. View of fin of killer whale in water.
554  Volcano Ash Directly over head.. (Same as PCA 18-396)
555  Ash covered fields near Kodiak, AK. 7 weeks after the eruption. (Same as PCA 18-213)
572  Unimak Island from Bring Sea. View of water 'and Island.
568  Stepovak Bay, AK. Sunset over water.
569  Russian River Falls. Back of Seward, AK. View of river going through gorge.
574  Mile 29 Seward, AK Railway. View through trees of water.
575  View from SS Dora AK Peninsula. View of small dory with sail in water.
576  Russian River, Seward, AK View of river in shallow bed.
579  Landing freight passengers and mail from SS Dora Iliamna, AK. View of row boat full of people in bay with snowy background.
581  Evening on Unga Island, AK. (Same as PCA 66-241) God over the water.
582  Seldovia, Cooks Inlet, AK. Rocky shoreline w/trees, boat in far right.
583  Seward, AK. View of buildings in snow with water behind.
584  On the Nushagak Bristol Bay, Bering Sea AK. Sunset over bay.
586  Nushagak Bristol Bay, Bering Sea, AK. View of church and buildings from hill behind village, river in background.
590  A bit of the coast of AK Peninsula near Sand point. Calm waters with slight wake and shore in background. (Same as PCA 18-256)
593  Unmarked. Photo taken just before PCA 66-190, loading horse.
613  The Farallon Covered in ice.
615  SS Northwestern AK. Deck sheathed in ice.
620  Wreck of SS Farallon at low tide. Taken 4 weeks after wreck Cooks Inlet, AK Jan 5, 1910. Close up bow shot of iced over listing ship.
627  Str Dispatch, Starr & Mariposa. Oct 8, 1915. View of Mariposa aground on right side
621  SS Farallon 4 weeks after wreck of Jan 5 1910 Cooks inlet, AK Iced up side view.
622  We encountered some ice in Alaskan waters. Postcard of iced up deck with people.
623  Gone to Alaska. Post card of ship steaming off into the water.
634  SS Mariposa Oct 5, 1915. View from shore of people and cargo w/ Mariposa aground in water.
635  After a gale at 10 below. SS Northwestern in AK Post card of iced up side of ship.
636  Yacht Cypress, Bella Bella, BC. (Same as PCA 18-289) Ship steaming in water.
637  SS Admiral Evans in AK. Vessel steaming through water.
Thwaites Photographs in PCA 66 (Clyda Schott Greely Collection)

640  SS Admiral Farragut in Alaska. Ship steaming in water.
641  SS Spokane. Ship approaching streaming black smoke. (Same as PCA 66-646)
642  SS Dora in calm water, stem view (photo in McCurdy’s).
643  Raising horses in Ak. (Same as PCA 66-190)
657  SS Dora The "Bull Terrier" of AK. Side view of Dora with sails out postcard. (Same as PCA 66-661)
674  RCS in Bering Sea Photo from deck of mail steamer, Dora. Great shot of cutter in trough, postcard. (In Grainger)
675  Ship Star of Alaska, Chignik, AK. Side view of ship, sails all off.
676  Cannery ship, Bering Sea. Side view of ship sails all up.
680  Schooner, Allen A disabled at Kodiak, Ak. Boat in calm bay 4 foresails up.
730  Evening at Dutch Harbor, AK. Scene of fuel dock looking toward buildings.
738  Valdez, AK. Scene of town nestled at foot of snowy mt, postcard.
739  Pogrumno Volcano, Cape Sarichef Light, Unimak Pass. Buildings and lighthouse in foreground w/ volcano in back ground, postcard.
736  Juneau, Ak. Town of Juneau at foot of mountains.
740  Uyak, Ak. View of dock from water.
743  In Wrangell Narrows. Trip to Alaska. View of buildings on dock with forest in background.
746  Karluk. (Same as PCA 18-392)
747  Nushagak. (Same as PCA 18-8, PCA 66-392) Priest & people in front of barabara.
760  From an AK steamer View of Sunset over wake and mts in background.
761  Bear Glacier, Seward, AK View from water of long glacier, mts. in back.
762  Pirates Cove, Ak, Christmas post card signed Jack & Isabelle Thwaites, Mercer Island WA.
766  A heavy sea, Alaska Coast. View of sea from deck, postcard.
784  Bristol Bay, Bering Sea, AK. Man holding US flag, five children and woman in front of barabara, looks like Nushagak. (Taken at the same time as PCA 66-418.)
799  Ketchikan, AK. View of two men standing in snow in the forest, Thwaites on the right.
826  R. A. Foster's horses, Portage Bay. View of two horses on raft and three men.
831  Chignik. Four people on the dock.
842  Photo of John E. (Jack) Thwaites standing next to SS Dora buoy ring (Port Townsend).